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This project aims to advance autonomous reasoning about spatial patterns of behavior during human-robot conversations. It provides 
empirical knowledge and methods to incorporate spatial constraints into the way robots reason about spatial formations.

The Challenge
Prior work has shown that methods that reason about human spatial behavior, such 
as the arrangements shown in Fig. 1, are promising for automatic conversational 
group detection. However, these methods tend to be brittle because they build on 
simple mathematical models of spatial formations. These models do not consider 
that the configuration of the space where the interactions happen and the presence 
of other nearby people can affect human spatial patterns of behavior [1]. 
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emerge during conversations are also very informative, as further discussed in the next Section.
While these aspects may seem unimportant in comparison to the information that is given
voluntarily, they play a crucial role in structuring interactions.

2.2 Spatial Patterns of Human Behavior During Conversations

Situated human conversations are the most common type of jointly focused gatherings. The
members of these interactions converse in one another’s immediate presence and cooperatively
sustain their focus of cognitive and visual attention. They pursue a common line of concern,
where the topic is jointly created and sustained. When a participant has the turn to speak but
(s)he doesn’t or can’t, conversations often end.

During conversations among free-standing people, the participants position and orient them-
selves such that they have equal, direct, and exclusive access to the space between them. People
maneuver in relation to one another to create a sort of “no-man’s land”, and maintain a sepa-
rate world from their surrounding [86]. The result is a distinct spatial organization, typically
known as a face formation or F-formation within social psychology [87]. This organization
maximizes the opportunity of the interactants to monitor one another during conversations and
maintains their group as a spatially distinct unit from other nearby interactions.1

F-formations begin when the members of a group position themselves such that their trans-
actional segments intersect (as in Fig. 2.2a). These segments extend in front of each person
and encompass the physical space that they are using for their current activity. Transactional
segments are the space into which they look and speak, or into which they reach to handle
objects. People will work to maintain their transactional segment free of intrusions for as long
as they are engaged in an activity that requires it.

The physical area where the transactional segments of the members of a conversation in-
tersect is known as the o-space of the corresponding F-formation [87]. The o-space of dyads
standing in a face-to-face arrangement is in-between the participants (as in Fig. 2.2a). During
side-by-side or “L” arrangements, the o-space tends to be in front of the members of the conver-
sation (Fig. 2.2b and 2.2c). Bigger groups tend to form semi-circular or circular arrangements
with their o-space towards the center of the circle (Fig. 2.2d and 2.2e).

A transition from a conversation into another type of interaction, or vice-versa, is often
visible in the spatial organization of the participants. For example, F-formations often trans-
form into a less uniform spatial arrangement when a conversation shifts into a common focus
encounter [87; 113]. When the focus of attention becomes a particular person, a separation
between this interactant and the rest of the group is often observed due to a difference in social
status or role. When no particular spatial arrangement is observed in common focus encounters,
the group is said to be organized in a cluster.

1Interestingly, similar spatial organizations have been observed in cases where people are seated in an open
space and can adjust the position their chairs to hold conversations with one another [19].
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Figure 2.2: Spatial arrangements typical of F-formations. Dashed areas represent o-spaces.
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Fig. 1. Conversational spatial arrangements. Left to right: side-by-side (a), L formation (b), and circular formation (c,d). 

Scientific Impact
As robots enter consumer marketplaces, it is essential for them to be able to cope 
with the complexity of group interactions. Spatial reasoning is a foundational ability 
to facilitate group HRI in domains like service robotics, education and healthcare. 

This project focuses on studying: 

1) How do spatial constraints influence conversational group formations in HRI? 
2) How can robots detect these formations under spatial constraints?
3) How can they autonomously generate appropriate spatial behavior to sustain 
conversations in constrained environments?

Contributions
We proposed a data-driven approach to detect conversational groups [2]. The approach combined 
neural networks with graph clustering to identify interactions. We are now testing this approach in 
more complex settings and adapting it to generate appropriate spatial behavior for robots during 
conversations, subject to environmental spatial constraints.

We developed an approach to gather qualitative human feedback about conversational group 
formations in HRI via an online survey (Fig. 2). We used this approach to advance our understanding 
of the effects of robot embodiment on human perception of conversational groups in a realistic 
human environment [3]. Our results indicated that an important factor to consider in terms of how 
people perceive these groups is whether robot embodiment leads to discernible robot orientation.
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Fig. 2. Stimuli used in our study to investigate the effect of robot embodiment on conversational group perception. Participants provided their 
opinions of real and fake groups that were generated using data from real human conversations. Image a2 shows a top-down view of a1; b2 

shows a top-down view of b1. The middle shows renderings of b1 and b2 for all the agents that were considered in the study.

Broader Impacts
The methods and insights gained from this project are relevant to robotics 
applications in a wide range of critical, socially relevant domains. For all publications, 
we have open-sourced our code, lowering barriers of entry to this line of research. 

Thus far, this project has provided training for 3 PhD students and 9 undergrads 
(including 4 female students and 1 student of color). Research findings have been 
incorporated in class lectures (e.g., AI, HCI) and used to engage middle school and 
high school students with our research via presentations at 4 outreach events.
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